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“ODERBRUCH” (WT): SHOOTING OF MYSTERY THRILLER SERIES WITH 
KAROLINE SCHUCH, FELIX KRAMER AND LUCAS GREGOROWICZ STARTS 

IN GERMANY AND POLAND 
 

 
(L-R: Felix Kramer, director/producer Christian Alvart, Karoline Schuch, Lucas Gregorowicz, director Adolfo J. 

Kolmerer; ©CBS Studios/ARD Degeto/Syrreal Entertainment/Stefan Erhard) 
 

André Hennicke, Alix Heyblom, Winfried Glatzeder, Robert Glatzeder and Jan 
Krauter Join the Cast 

 
BERLIN and LOS ANGELES – Principal photography of the premium eight-part 

mystery thriller series ODERBRUCH (WT) has started in Germany and Poland. Karoline 
Schuch (“Dark Woods”), Felix Kramer (“Dogs of Berlin”) and Lucas Gregorowicz (“Police 
Call 110,” “Pagan Peak”) are currently shooting in Görlitz, Germany. The drama with a 
supernatural twist is produced by Syrreal Entertainment, ARD Degeto and CBS Studios, a 
Paramount Global company. Filming is scheduled to continue through the summer. 
 

Joining the cast are André Hennicke (“Pandorum”), Alix Heyblom (“Wir Kinder vom 
Bahnhof Zoo”), Winfried Glatzeder (“Die Legende von Paul und Paula”), Robert Glatzeder 
(“In aller Freundschaft”) and Jan Krauter (“3 ½ hours”). 
 

In the series, the sinister discovery of numerous murder victims shocks the Oderbruch 
region. The former inland delta on the Polish border is the most sparsely populated region in 
Germany. The serial murder case brings Detective Roland Voit (Felix Kramer) to his 
hometown to work with Polish police officer Stanislaw Zajak (Lucas Gregorowicz). Voit’s 
former colleague and childhood sweetheart, Maggie Kring (Karoline Schuch), is also called in 
to join the police investigation when her family comes under immediate suspicion. Reluctantly, 
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the ex-policewoman returns to the scene of events after leaving her hometown 20 years ago. In 
their investigation, Maggie and Voit delve deep into their own past to finally uncover the true 
circumstances about the death of Maggie’s brother and the sinister truth of this case, which lies 
beyond human imagination. 
 

The series is shot in Germany and Poland and directed by Adolfo J. Kolmerer and 
Christian Alvart. Series creator and head writer Arend Remmers developed the series concept 
with Kolmerer. ODERBRUCH is produced by Syrreal Entertainment, ARD Degeto and CBS 
Studios. Siegfried Kamml, Christian Alvart and Timm Oberwelland from Syrreal 
Entertainment serve as producers. The executives overseeing the project are Christoph 
Pellander, editor-in-chief of ARD Degeto; Sebastian Lückel, head of acquisitions and co-
productions at ARD Degeto; Patrick Noel Simon, commissioning editor at ARD Degeto; and 
Meghan Lyvers, senior vice president of international co-productions and development at CBS 
Studios. 
 
About Syrreal Entertainment 
Syrreal Entertainment GmbH was founded in 2008 by Christian Alvart. Together with his 
producing partner, Siegfried Kamml, Alvart produces feature films for cinema and television 
as well as high-quality television series. In 2013, the company expanded to include producer 
Timm Oberwelland. 
 
Syrreal Entertainment aims to produce exceptional film productions with a high appeal for 
national and international audiences. The latest movies in cinemas were thrillers “Cut Off” and 
“Free Country”. Syrreal Entertainment also produced a Netflix Series called “Dogs of Berlin”. 
Currently, the second season of drama series “Sløborn” is available on TV/VOD across Europe. 
 
About ARD Degeto 
ARD Degeto is a 100% subsidiary of ARD and the nine national broadcasters and their 
advertisers. The ARD Degeto acquires and produces fictional programs for the ARD 
community program Das Erste and the national broadcasters as well as 3sat, ARTE, ONE and 
the ARD Mediathek. ARD Degeto commissions well over 100 productions of feature films, tv-
movies and series per year.  
 
About CBS Studios 
CBS Studios is one of the world’s leading suppliers of entertainment programming, with more 
than 70 series currently in production for broadcast and cable networks, streaming services and 
other emerging platforms. The Studio’s expansive portfolio spans a diverse slate of 
commercially successful and critically acclaimed scripted programming, as well as genre-
defining franchises such as the ever-growing “Star Trek” universe, award-winning late night 
and daytime talk shows, and an extensive library of iconic intellectual property.  
 
Internationally, CBS Studios develops, produces and distributes local language and 
international series originated outside of the U.S., with projects across various markets, 
including the U.K., Europe, the Middle East, Africa, Latin America, Australia and Asia. CBS 
Studios is currently in production on “Bestseller Boy” in the Netherlands for Dutch broadcaster 
AVROTROS, “Munich Match” in Germany with Sky Studios and Amusement Park Film and 
in post-production on “Ze Network” for RTL+ in Germany. CBS Studios’ international 
productions are distributed by Paramount Global Content Distribution. 
 
Photo is available to download here. 
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